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Vancouver - Canada
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me@taia.rocks
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Main skills
User Experience 
Information Architecture 
User Research
Leadership skills
Product Owner

Languages
Portuguese (Native) 
English (Fluent)

Certifications
- Mental Health First Aid
- Lean UX
- Human-Centered Design
- Information Architecture
- Interaction Design Practicum
- Visual Interface Design
- Usability test practicum
- Assembling Sass

Taia Araujo
UX Design Specialist cross Industries ( Games, Web, Apps, Services etc)

My name is Tahiana Araujo, but my friends, students, and colleagues just call me Taia.

I'm a 100% people's person, who is not afraid to make use of empathy, non-violent 
communication and some Socrates Philosophical approach ("I know Nothing") in order to 
keep a good work atmosphere while exercising my problem-solving and leadership skills. 
I'm always seeking for knowledge and I believe that 80% of every Product/Game/Feature 
is Research and Design Thinking. 

I love creating intuitive user experiences from brainstorming, conception, UX Design 
deliverables to implementation sign-off (where I follow up and guide UI Artists, Game 
Designers, and Programmer in order to achieve the best experience possible scope-wise). 

Vast Experience in creating apps, websites, and also a solid experience creating games 
from scratch as well as working on continuous improvement development cycle after 
release (Live). My biggest professional interests are to keep working in a User-centric 
mentality; Work in products that have an immediate and positive impact for the final user/
player; Learn every day more about Game Design Feel, Game Engines, Processes, VR and 
Design related topics.

Experience

UX/UI Design Mentor
Vancouver Film School
June 2018 - Present 
Vancouver, Canada Area

Responsible to guide/mentor Game Design and Programming students

- Provide constantly and actionable feedback on their projects

- Help students to understand the importance of UX Design on the Game Development

cycle

- Ensure students know why something can be a problem and help them to think for

themselves, creating better and more mature professionals

- Ensure that students think from Players perspective and test the game in the most

effective way considering the tight school schedule and setup conditions.

UX Designer
Hothead Games
May de 2017 - Present 
Vancouver, Canada Area

Hothead Games is a Vancouver-based one of Top 100 mobile/tablet game developer and 

publisher in the world. The games Hothead developed have reached Top 1 App Store & 

Google Play charts in over 60 countries. More than 1/4 billion players have played 

Hothead games.
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- Design and create new features along project KPIs

- Able to participate in the creation of new Games, as well as work in all different states in 

order to design the best UX (pre-production to Live).

- Fully understanding of features requested by game designers to provide supportive UX 

design by iterating rapid interactive prototypes.

- Ensure a great communication between Vancouver Team and Halifax Team around new 

Features creation.

- Ran Usability Testing and focus groups to validate interaction design and product 

direction.

- Define and help Producers to prioritize in-game user experience improvements

- Create detailed wireframes, flowcharts, mockups and other product deliverables to 

effectively communicate product requirements.

- Engagement and collaboration with UX designers within our studio, sharing processes and 

study cases generated to tackle internal challenges.

- Share UX knowledge within the studios in Vancouver and Halifax through presentations or 

by mentoring employees that are interesting in know more about user experience.

UX Designer
Electronic Arts (EA)
April 2016 - March 2017 (TFT - 1 year)
Burnaby, Canada Area

Overseer of user experience design of features from conception to launch -

FIFA Mobile:
- Provided guidance and recommendations to all Game Designers, Producers and UI artists 

from several offices in the world, such as Japan and Romania

- Created detailed wireframes, flowcharts, mockups and other product deliverables to 

effectively communicate product requirements

- Created design guidelines, process enhancements, toolkits etc. and fostered a user-

centered culture

- Helped to ensure UX consistency and that a standardized process is adhered to

- Owned the communication between internal and external user testing groups and 

companies

- Ran usability testing and focus groups to validate interaction design and product 

direction.

- Wrote UX Test plans and worked with Game Designers and Producers to identify the best 

testing time frames.
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- Engagement and collaboration with UX designers within our studio and EA worldwide, 

sharing processes revamped and study cases generated to tackle internal challenges

FIFA Mobile achievements:

Biggest Launch in EA Mobile History - 72 Million installs - Featured in the Top 10 Best 

Game of 2016 by Apple Editorial  -  Top Free Game in 143 Countries -2 Billions turns 

played in one of the modes

UX Interaction Designer and Information Architect
Globo.com
November 2013 - November 2015 (2 years 1 month)

Globo.com is the web division of Globo Organization, which is the largest media group in 

South America.

It was my last job in Brazil, that only I left to follow my dream to move to Canada.

The core responsibilities were to make flows, maps, wireframes, low and high fidelity 

prototypes (axure), user's journeys, apply and analyze usability tests, making decisions 

based in data (analytics, dax…) and coaching the UX interns.

There, we created The Globo Play, a new concept of watching TV on the internet for the 

most important channel in Brazil, Rede Globo.

It was also there, that I could co-lead for the first time a creative ideation workshop in 

order to generate the personas, scenarios and interfaces for the new Sportv website, 

which in 2016 will have 16 channels + 40 cameras dedicated to cover The Rio 2016 

Olympics Games. After the workshop, the IT Team could feel more confident about the 

new challenges, and The UX Team and I could start to draw the wires, flows, interfaces 

etc. 

UX | UI Designer Information Architect
MPI Digital
February 2012 - January 2013 (1 year)

MPI Digital is a company specialized in manager and create the politics voice on the 
internet.

My role there was creating design websites, hotsites and blogs for all sort of clients. 
There I had a huge responsibility to create the Interface design of a blog for the former 
Brazil President Lula da Silva, and also created the campaign for the current mayor of 
Niteroi, a huge city in Rio de Janeiro.
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UX | UI Designer & Front-End
Studio Cyan
June 2011 - February 2012 (9 months)

Cyan is a small agency focused in developer a strategic approach to their clients. Align 

design, marketing and technology.

My role, as part of the web team, was created promotional banners, online campaigns, 

social medias images and covers, and also maintain the old projects, which didn't have a 

cma.

Graphic Designer
Spin Serviços de Comunicação Visual Ltda.
April 2010 - June 2011 (1 year 3 months)

Spin is a particular agency which understand that "design" is the very core of the learning 

mastery. Their process integrates Instructional, Information and Graphic Designs to create 

solutions for a world that needs to learn increasingly more in less and less time.

My role there was create presentations, e-learnings, brochures and graphics materials 

to support the trainings that the instructional designer had made for the client.

Sign Designer Jr
CLA Programação Visual Design e Consultoria
August 2006 - March 2010 (3 years 8 months)

CLA is a small company with a huge presence in the Sign market. Responsible for more 

than 70% of the Malls signs in Brazil.

My role during the first year was just learn about this peculiar design field. After that, I 

could participate in the creation of some nice sign projects. Creating and maintaining sign 

manuals.
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Education
Centro Universitário da Cidade

Bachelor Degree, Industrial Design - Focus on Graphic/Visual Design (2006 - 

2009)

Institute INFNET
MBA in Strategic Design 
(2011 - 2012)

University of New Orleans
Intensive English Language Program - IELP, English Language and Literature/

Letters, English Language and Literature/Letters · (2013)
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